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“Quantitative approach for asymmetric results”

A better stock than Samsung? Samsung of course!

Figure 1: grafico mensile di Samsung – borsa di Seoul

The chart above is the monthly one of the “Samsung Fire and Marine Insurance” stock, listed at
the Seoul stock exchange with prices in Korean Won that should not be confused with the more
famous Samsung Electronics Ltd. which is also listed at the Seoul stock exchange.
The overall picture is a bullish one but there are few hints that are leading me to consider the stock
is in a “make or break” situation: in other words it is at a sensible juncture either it goes to new all
time highs or it reverses course to a new bearish trend, I would not consider a mere retracement.
Since 2005 the stock is moving in a fashion that to me it is a huge ABC three waves movement
where wave A starts from 2005 lows to the 2008 highs which is followed by a corrective wave B
culminating to the 2009 lows at which point started the latest and current wave C which brought the
price of the stock to the current level.
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Another possible technical analysis pattern that can be seen in the above chart from the 2008 low
is a rectangular triangle which has as base the line that connects the 2008 high to the 2009 low
(orange vertical line) and as the height the horizontal resistance made by the four all time highs
there all came aroun the same level. The stock is indeed again hitting at such resistance and it is
therefore very possible that this time it will be finally breaking it (beware of false breakouts which at
the top are called bull traps) paving the way for fresh new all time highs.
Natural target for a rectangular triangle is the same length of the base pasted above the
resistance, and that is why you find the orange vertical line just next to the current price level,
which translates to a target of 370,000 won.
Another technical analysis that the stock has been drawing since the 2009 low is what is called a
wedge which ideally is confirming that the overall movement started in 2005 is indeed an ABC
pattern, since the wedges are typically ending formations for wave C.
There is also another way to forecast possible targets in case of this much waited break of the
resistance should materialize and it is using the Fibonacci extension from the wave A and B
movement. A 100% extension of the A-B wave move brings a lower target which can be seen as a
more conservative one, at 335,000 won.
In both cases however there should be a way to forecast intermediate targets. One easy way is to
divide the distance between current level and the Fibonacci 100% extension target into quartiles
and consider such quartiles as intermdiate targets where the stock might feel some sort of
attraction. At the reaching of those levels there is no need to close the long position, rather it is
better to higher the stop loss. Let me mention that the most difficult action for a trader or an
investor is not entering into a position rather exiting it. So it is important to have clear exits on both
situations, either in profit or at a loss.
On a candlestick analysis the December one has been a very bullish one while the current January
one is still an inside giving no indication on where the stock wants truly go, confirming that the 5
year resistance is somehow very strong. At present time there are therefore no indication on this
long term chart that justifies a long entry position. The trigger for those who wants to enter into a
long position is the breaking of the December candle which is also the long time resistance.
Here is however my biggest concern on the overall bullish picture for those who are not right now
into the stock but are looking to, and it is about volumes. Indeed since 2010 volumes on the stock
have been constantly decreasing which does not bring any confirmation that the current trend is
the main one, as major trends are the one with increasing volume as it means that more and more
investors are participating into the bull (or bear) market.
If there will be a break of the resistance it is important to be happening with a spike in volume. Still
be aware of false signals or a bull trap in this case. There should be a huge quantity of buy and sell
orders just about the resistance level and that is the perfect environment for those who are waiting
to short the stock: higher entry with unlimited supply of buyers (those who believes in a true break
of the resistance) translates into the most efficient situation to open short positions in large
quantity.
It is true that the stock has been in a sideways movement since 2011 and I feel more confortable to
label it an accumulation process rather than a distribution, at current state.
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A bearish trend, be it a retracement at the beginning, must necessarily break the dynamic support
at first (purple trendline) that started from the 2008 lows and that has been sustaining the whole
bullish movement so far.
Actually the most efficient long entry should be around such level even if as you can see the
trendline has been violated already a couple of times but on this time frame the stock never closed
below it.
If an inversion should materialize, before or after a new all time high will be achieved, possible
targets are set at the blue horizontal support lines: 210,000 – 175,000 and 135,000 won.
Interesting to note here that it seems the stock is moving geometrically in channels of 40,000 won
circa which gives additional confirmation to a specific bullish target level from the current one:
315,000 won namely the 75% quartile shown above in the chart.
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Useful Links:
European Central Bank:
www.ecb.int
Bank for International Settlements:
www.bis.org
International Monetary Fund:
www.imf.org
Federal Reserve:
www.federalreserve.gov
US CFTC
www.cftc.gov

Disclaimer
Nothing in this report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise
constitutes a personal recommendation. It is published solely for information purposes, it does not constitute an advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any
securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the
information contained herein, nor is it intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the report. The writer does not undertake that investors
will obtain profits, nor will it share with investors any investment profits nor accept any liability for any investment losses. Investments involve risks and investors should exercise prudence in making
their investment decisions. The report should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The
value of any investment or income may go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested. Any opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice.
The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable for all investors, and trading
in these instruments is considered risky. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument mentioned in this report. For
investment advice, trade execution or other enquiries, investors should contact their local sales representative. Any prices stated in this report are for information purposes only and do not represent
valuations for individual securities or other instruments.
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